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Five dimensions of sensemaking in 

accidents

1. Normal practice with tragic outcome.

2. Socio-technical complexity and diversity.

3. Technological agency.

4. Explicit and implicit/smooth and problematic

5. Sense made in interaction with others and 

with the environment.

No current approach to sensemaking able to 

fully account for all five at once



The dominant approach to 

sensemaking in organizational theory

Sensemaking occurs only when existing mind-

sets are met with surprises, that it is only 

explicit and only in retrospect

Allows for influences from experience, stress, 

culture, structures, routines etc.

References: Weick, Vaughan, Snook

It does not account for implicit and successful 

sensemaking



Ethnomethodology and conversation 

analysis

Sensemaking an ongoing accomplishment, 

mostly implicit and smooth

Making sense even with incomplete information

Sequential organization of work

Technology provides cues

Problems: short episodes, incomplete 

understanding of sociotechnical diversity, fails 

to account for failed sensemaking



Science and technology studies (STS) 

concepts

Symmetrical approach to explain success and 

failure

Technological agency: symmetrical influences from 

technology and humans

Technological momentum: track-dependency

Boundary objects: used by various communities for 

different purposes while also maintaining 

coherence across these communities, so that 

they become meaningful for both participants, 

serving a common goal



Context, methods and data

Railway technicians build and maintain railway 
infrastructure (rails, signals, overhead wires)

Dispatchers monitor pre-programmed train routes, 
manually route and coordinate with 
infrastructure work

Transcript from radio talk between dispatcher and 
technicians

Police inquiries with dispatcher and technicians

Triangulated with ethnographic data



Noting symptoms and producing 

candidates for understanding

1. Disp: Turnout out of control – normal trouble –
producing normal troubleshooting

2. Disp-driver: Train driver sees men in company 
clothes

Dispatcher have no notice of track work – the 
men on the tracks trigger explicit sensemaking

Produce a candidate diagnoses: “have they torn 
something apart perhaps?”

3. Tech: The moving train surprises technicians –
suspend action



Achieving coordination: the turnout as 

boundary object

The dispatcher arrests a third technician with a 
radio who planned to pass by the station. He 
hands it over to the signal technicians:

Tech why did not the gates come down?

Disp because the turnout is out of control… it 
can’t be moved over

Tech is the turnout out of control?

The dispatcher asks the technician to fix the 
turnout



Error in repair and technological 

agency produce different perspectives

A wire from the turnout is torn out of the pole

While repairing technicians confound the 

positioning of two threads in the wire

After repair, error indications on the 

dispatcher’s monitor erased – everything 

looked ”completely normal” again

Looks to the dispatcher as if train will pass into 

same track while the opposite is true



Different perspectives reinforced 

through momentum

The signal technicians asks technician with radio 

for local command over the turnout to check 

repair

Unfortunately technician with radio does not 

convince dispatcher of the need for local 

command



Technological agency produces new 

symptoms

Dispatcher re-activate automatic routing

The turnout now positioned so that trains would 
meet on the same track – trigger technicians’
sensemaking

Dispatcher wants to know why need for local 
command – the station seemed  ”completely 
normal” again

Technicians want to confirm the positioning of the 
turnout - seemed anomalous given their 
knowledge and experience
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Illusions of alignment: Momentum 

non-produces boundary objects

Tech there is signal here in Lerum you know…
eh… do you have control in minus 
over

Disp I have control in both plus and minus now 
here over and the routes lie through on 
both uptrack and downtrack because two 
express trains are coming now over

Tech aha but then we are content with that all 
clear so far



Conclusions

1. Technology/artefacts contribute to sensemaking
and coordination, but boundary 

objects only to relevant actors.

2. Technology increases momentum, making 
it even harder to break with inadvertent events

3. Drift: Track dependency complicates the 
coordination of different sensemaking processes
Explicit and implicit/smooth and problematic

4. Artefacts’ agency makes it harder to break 
with the dynamics of interaction



Practical suggestions

Identify and use boundary objects that enable 
coordination

Design technologies that can be de-coupled

Increase knowledge of other people’s jobs in 
interdependent systems

Point out that any individual can be the only one 
to recognize an impending accident and that 
they should adress it rather than expecting 
someone  else to do so
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Conclusions

The dominant approach useful for

- Institutional influences: routines, experience

- Triggers: people work on tracks without notice

Ethnomethodology: mundane details of interaction 
– sequential orders, wordings and the fine-
grained use of cues from the environment

Technological agency, momentum and boundary 
objects necessary to account for sensemaking out 
of technology, socio-technical complexity and 
diversity as well as coordination 



Organizational drift at any time

Snook (2000) claims that organizational  drift occurs 
over time because different parties develop local 
practices that can no longer coordinate according 
to plan

I suggest that risks and means to address them 
might drift away from each other at any time in a 
complex and distributed socio-technical system, 
as part of normal practice, pending on 
circumstantial triggers (technological agency, 
momentum) that make normal practice 
vulnerable 



Conclusions

1. Normal practice with tragic outcome.

2. Socio-technical complexity and diversity.

3. Technological agency.

4. Explicit and implicit/smooth and problematic

5. Sense made in interaction with others and 

with the environment.



Overview

Dimensions of sensemaking 
in accidents

Neither dominant approach 
nor ethnomethodology 
account for five 
dimensions

Technological agency, 
momentum, boundary 
objects

Context, methods and data

Candidate diagnoses 
produced

Boundary objects created

Errors in repair create 
technological agency

Different perspectives 
reinforced through 
momentum

Technological agency 
produces new symptoms

Illusions of alignment: the 
non-production of a 
boundary object

Conclusions


